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You are Important! 

7:



It’s the Law!
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Executive Order 13166 issued in 2000 

It’s the right thing 
to do!

Why does the city have Interpreters at the Polls?



You are responsible for:

• “Live Interpreting”- using your language skills 
to help voters

• “Language Help”= helping voters who do not 
speak English be understood by voting staff
– By finding language needed
– By linking voter to live interpreter
– By linking voter to “Language Line”



Without Interpreters . . .

• People’s rights are violated
• People may not understand
• People may be intimidated
• Some people will not vote

• Some people will be vulnerable to illegal 
practices around voting



What Went Wrong?
“In Philadelphia, PA, at ------- poll site, an elderly 

Chinese American voter unsuccessfully attempted 
to vote. The Judge of Elections and another poll 
worker held the curtains to his voting machine 
wide open as the voter cast his vote, violating his 
right to privacy. Then the Judge of Elections 
instructed the voter to push certain buttons and 
vote for certain candidates. The poll worker then
instructed him to vote for additional candidates. 
The voter had intended only to vote for the 
presidential candidate. No Chinese interpreter was 
present at this poll site…”



…hopefully

“…Had an interpreter been 
present, the non-English speaking 
voter would have been  able to 
vote for whomever he wished.”



Doing the Right Things

The Right Way

All the Time



Ethics
Reasonable, solid standards  about the right 
and wrong way to behave or perform a job



FAQs
about assisting 

“LEP” voters

–What is “LEP”?
–Who must be helped?
–How do you help “LEP” voters?



Limited English Proficient (“LEP”)

• does not speak English as primary 
language

• has a limited ability to read, speak, 
write, or understand English 

• entitled to language assistance for a 
particular type of service, benefit, or 
encounter

www.lep.gov



Who is “LEP”???



Signs of being LEP
Speaks in a language other than English
Asks for someone who can speak  “….”
Has someone else talk for him/her
Indicates I don’t understand (words or w/signs)
Has difficulty talking in English
Repeats words over and over
Looks or sounds confused
Asks for interpreter



Situational LEP



The Interpreter Must

Make the first move



Tell the “LEP” Voter

• Who you are  …   the  INTERPRETER
• What services you can offer the voter with:

• Help before voting
• Conversations with Election Officials 
• Sight translation of documents          

(depends on your reading skills)
• Assistance in the Voting Booth                 

(with signed Declaration of Assistance)



Writing



Speaking

INTERPRETATION



Our political system can be confusing

…to anyone!



Direct Help by Poll Interpreter

You may help waiting “LEP” voters
–Determine correct Polling Place
–Make sure 1st time voters have proper Voter ID
–Complete a Declaration of Assistance

Live Interpreting help is 
when you talk to them                                            

in their language



Language Help

• Language Help is when you help someone 
who does not speak English, and who does 
not speak your other language
– By finding a Live Interpreter on site who does 

speak their language
– By linking that person to the “Language Line”





“Language Help” form

• After today’s presentation, you will be asked 
to sign a “Language Help” form that indicates 
that you understand your role and the tasks in 
helping someone who does not speak English 
or your language.



Urban Myths affecting “LEP” Voters

Voter ID is NOT the law in PA
Unless…
1st time voter
1st time at new district

Such “Sample” or
“Suggested” Ballots
ARE NOT BALLOTS 



Poll Interpreters may

NEVER
Express opinion,
Give advice, or
Otherwise discuss

Candidates, Ballot Propositions,
or

ANY Political Issue



Poll Interpretation happens 
whenever the “LEP” Voter is  talking to an  
official who speaks only English

–Judge of Elections
–Majority Inspector
–Minority Inspector
–Machine Inspector
–Clerk
–Other designated staff (e.g. security)
–Emergency personnel  (e.g. medics)



Interpret so all parties involved can hear



“Community Interpretation”

Consecutive Interpretation

• Speak one at a time 
• Speakers take turns 



Interpreter Code of Ethics

• Correct

• Complete

• Confidential

• Private

• No Favorites

• Professional 



Poll Interpreter Best Practices

• Explain the process
• Have the parties speak to each other, not you 
• Be clear
• Take a “Time Out”
• Report violations



Explain the Process
• My name is _____ and I will be your English- (Other

Language) Interpreter today.
• I am going to interpret everything you say exactly as you 

say it, so if there is anything you don’t want the other 
person to hear, do not say it in front of me.

• I may ask you to slow down, repeat, or pause, so I can 
interpret everything you say correctly and completely. I 
will use hand-signals, like… (demonstrate)

• Please do not speak to me, but directly to the other
person. (Use “I” and “you”)

• I will keep the conversation confidential.
• I am now going to share (or I have already shared) this

information with the other person.



Transparency

Voter & Official hear the same thing—
ALL of It!



Time Out
When
• You don’t understand words
• You need to clarify something
• You need a repeat
• They are “talking over”
• Profound misunderstanding 

How
•Step out of role
•Speak as yourself (Interpreter needs to say…)
•Tell each party what was said (transparency)
•Resume interpretation 



Using Aids

• Bring a reliable Dictionary!
• Bring your “Poll Interpreter Aid” handout
• Use on-line translations with extreme caution! 



UNTRAINED INTERPRETERS
Are likely to 

not know about election procedures 
not understand their role
lack vocabulary



Voters can say “No, thank you.”

Voter has legal right to refuse your services and 
use their own “interpreter”

Poll Interpreter should “stand by” and interpret 
for the election staff in case something is 
missed

***Please note:
Children are not appropriate interpreters            

for the election



Let’s think back

• Remember that scenario where a Philadelphia 
voter’s rights were not protected?



“…Had an interpreter a certified 
interpreter been present, the LEP voter 

would have been  able to vote for 
whomever he wished.”



Election Officials

CAN NOT Refuse                              
Poll Interpreter services

If your services are refused       
or questioned by an official

call 215-686-3469
immediately



Poll Interpreter in the Voting Booth!

If there is a Declaration of Assistance
It is OK to go into the booth with the voter 

and the curtain must be closed behind you
You may explain how to use the machine

but the voter must touch buttons/pull levers etc
You may provide Sight Translation if qualified                          

You may not give advice
on who/what to vote for



Parting Thought….



We wish to express our gratitude for your commitment, time, and 
energy to serve as a bi-lingual interpreter in this election. We greatly 
value your work in making Election Day run properly and efficiently 
for Philadelphians. Work at the polling place can be challenging, and 
we are so honored that Philadelphia has dedicated people who take 
this important job seriously and conduct it with passion and 
professionalism. Your service is vital to our process. 
Thank you again for your commitment and public service. 

Sincerely, 
Lisa M. Deely- Chairman
Al Schmidt- Vice Chair
Omar Sabir- Commissioner


